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Meeting Minutes

Enhancements Re-Reviewed:
No enhancements re-reviewed.
New Enhancements to Review:

IPS00684 – APP_POV – Add Beneficiary Distribution Option Codes
Currently policy/contract owners can indicate how they want the death benefit proceeds to be
paid out to their beneficiary(ies). Today, DTCC supports different distribution options for the
beneficiary. They include Equal Shares, Percent or Dollar.
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Stifel needs to be able to communicate on the inbound APP file to carrier additional options
such as per capita or per stirpes. There is need to have this reported back on the POV file.
The recommended changes are as follows:
1. Add to APP file the following code list items to Beneficiary Distribution Option (item#
4149) on the 33/23 Beneficiary Relationship Record.
a. Per Capita (code = TBD)
i. Definition - distribution of proceeds provides each descendant with an
equal share of the estate’s assets regardless of the degree of his or her
kinship. Children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, etc. all receive
equal shares.
b. Per Stirpes (code = TBD)
i. Definition – distribution provides division of proceeds equally among the
members of the group of descendants having a degree of kinship (as
children), with the issue (that is, the offspring) of a deceased member of
that group representing the deceased member, taking the deceased
member’s share, and diving it equally among themselves.
2. Add to POV file the following code list items to Beneficiary Distribution Option (item #
3823) on the 13/09 Contract Party Record.
a. Per Capita (code = TBD)
i. Definition - distribution of proceeds provides each descendant with an
equal share of the estate’s assets regardless of the degree of his or her
kinship. Children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, etc. all receive
equal shares.
b. Per Stirpes (code = TBD)
i. Definition – distribution provides division of proceeds equally among the
members of the group of descendants having a degree of kinship (as
children), with the issue (that is, the offspring) of a deceased member of
that group representing the deceased member, taking the deceased
member’s share, and diving it equally among themselves.
The group reviewed the requested changes. ACORD informed that per capita and per stirpes
currently exists in ACORD modeling, however not as codes part of a code list, but rather as
separate properties. It was then suggested to add per capita and per stirpes as new fields to
the APP and POV files, and not as codes under Beneficiary Distribution Option. With new fields,
new edits can be created to outline the best practice upon reporting either per capita or per
stirpes, since this would be a new method that policy/contract owners could leverage to
indicate how death benefit proceeds should be paid out to their beneficiary(ies). Part of the
group agreed to this suggestion, however, others on the call believed adding them as codes is a
better approach. The group began to present different ways to which per capita and per stirpes
could be properly implemented. After further discussion, the Review Board determined that
clearly defined use cases/scenarios are needed to determine the best approach. The
enhancement request will be taken back to conduct more research and bring back to the group
once that’s been collected.
Enhancement on hold
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IPS00685 – POV – Add Contract Valuation Code
There is a need to provide the Advanced Premium Fund (APF) value to distributors on the POV
file for Life policies. APF allows the policy owner to send in a lump sum of money which is set
aside for the purpose of paying future payments on the policy. Money is withdrawn from the
APF at set intervals to be added to the policy. It functions similar to a bank account in which a
client can freely withdraw or add to the account. Currently, the value APF is not supported on
POV, therefore distributors do not have a means of tracking the amount in the APF, short of
calling in to the carrier or having an ad hoc report generated.
The recommended change is as follows:
1. Add following code to the Contract Value Qualifier code list (item# 3102) on the
Contract Valuation Record (13/02)
a. APF – Advanced Premium Fund
The group reviewed the requested change. Clarity was needed on whether APF would be
considered a fund, which suggests looking at the Contract Underlying Assets record. The
submitter of the request clarified that APF would not be a fund, but rather a bucket. Members
on the call then suggested to rename the code from Advanced Premium Fund to Advanced
Premium Deposit Account, as a more accurate description. This new code will be reported only
when value in bucket is greater than $0. Several members had questions around best practice
for the new code and what is expected from it (i.e., whether a confirmation on FAR will be
generated upon reporting this value). A clearer understanding is needed on how reporting this
code, which will allow distributors a way to keep track of value amount, will look like on POV
and potentially FAR. Nationwide will take back the feedback from the group and conduct more
research. Once information is gathered, they will bring back to the group.
Enhancement on hold

IPS00686 – APP_SUB – Add New Field and Codes to Question & Answer Records
There is a need to expand functionality on Question (33/50 & 35/50) and Answer (33/51 &
35/51) records on the APP/SUB file. Currently, DTCC allows 100 questions with 3 question
types. The question types available in Ebix and Affirm do not map DTCC’s choices.
This change will include adding new codes and fields that match Ebix and Affirm question types,
along with expanding the number of questions allowed to meet business needs.
The recommended changes are as follows:
1. Question record (33/50 & 35/50): Expand the occurrences from 100 to 2,000
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2. Answer record (33/51 & 35/51): Add additional codes to the Answer Type code list
(Item# 4421)

•
•
•
•
•

•Y
•M
•R
•TBD
•TBD

Yes/No
Multiple Choice - 1 Answer
Multiple Choice - Multi Answer

Date
Currency

3. Answer record (33/51 & 35/51): Add a new field for freeform text responses. Needs to
be at least 250 characters.
The Review Board reviewed the recommended changes. The group agreed on implementing all
changes, which includes expanding the number of questions allowed, adding new codes to
Answer Type code list, and adding a new field to Answer record. Enhancement request was
approved.
Enhancement approved for future release

Discussion Items:
Reminders:
September 2021 Code List Release
• PSE - September 9th
• Production – September 16th
DTCC reminded the Review Board of the September 2021 Code List Release. The code list
release is scheduled for PSE on Thursday, September 9th and scheduled for production on
Thursday, September 16th. DTCC will update the production record layouts with the new
codes and code descriptions upon production date.
September 2021 Enhancement Release
• Production – September 16th
DTCC reminded the group of the upcoming Fall enhancement release, which includes new
fields, schema properties, and edits that may require modifications by the firms. The Important
Notice for I&RS 2021 September Enhancement Release can be found at the following link:
A#9027. Please see the technical specifications and revised documentation at I&RS website for
the most updated release information.
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RegSCI Testing Weekends
• October 2-3
• October 23-24
DTCC reminded the group of this year’s RegSCI weekend testing. The first of 3 testing
weekends has successfully been completed which took place on August 28-29. The remaining 2
weekend testing will take place on October 2-3 and October 23-24. On those dates, DTCC
production systems will be unavailable between the hours of 5am Saturday and 8am Sunday
(EST). No files should be sent during these times as they will not process. The Important Notice
has been posted – A#9006 – NSCC Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Testing Dates.
Please refer to the posted notice for more information regarding the modified production
processing schedule.

Next Call:
Tuesday, October 5th at 2:00 – 3:30pm ET
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